The modified moments of the weight functions w(x) = x (1 -x) ln(l/x), on [0, 11, with respect to the shifted Jacobi polynomials Pn^a^\x) = P^^(2x -1), and w (x) = x e (lnx) , p = 1, 2, on [0, °°), with respect to the generalized La-(a) guerre polynomials Lyn '(x), are explicitly evaluated.
1. A Jacobi Polynomial Integral. In a recent paper, Gautschi [3] , generalizing a result of Blue [2] , has considered and explicitly evaluated the modified moments of the weight function w(x) = x"ln(l/x), p>-l, on [0, 1] , with respect to the shifted Legendre polynomials Pjfrx) = PA[2x -1).
We further generalize these results by considering the weight function (1.1) w(x) = xp(l-xfln(l/x), a, p>-l, and evaluating its modified moments on [0, 1] with respect to the shifted Jacobi polynomials Pfa'ß\x) = Pna'ß\2x -1).
It is convenient from now on to replace p by ß + p; thus, the modified moments we have to examine assume the form (1.2) ^(P) = ío xß + ßV -xTHUx)P^ß\x)dx, a,ß,ß + p>-l,n = 0,l,2,... .
We easily see that vna'e\p) = -2-(a+ß+»+i) £ (1 -tro + ry+Mln(7Í(l + t))P^a-ß\t)dt = _2-(a+/3+u+i)jJ^ (l-0a(l +^+"ln(l + t)p(na-ß\t)dt -In 2 • Ç_x (1 -tfil + tf+>*Pn"-ß\t)dt \ , hence, by putting I(na'ß)(p) = (\ (1 -0a(l + tf + ^ß\t)dt, (1 -if(l + tfPna< «(f) = ---{(1 -t)n+ail + t)n + ß}, 2"ni dt"
by (1 + t)ß, integrating from -1 to 1 and carrying out n partial integrations on the right-hand side.
Differentiating (1.5) with respect to p giveŝ -Ina'ß\p) = /<«•%) {In 2 + UP + l) + Uß+P + l) il.6) dp -tip -n + 1) -\pin + a + ß + p + 2)}, where 0(x) = r'(x)/i\x) is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function, and, if p coincides with an integer m < n, m > 0, the right-hand member must be replaced by its limit as p -► m.
We first consider the case where p ¥= 0, 1,2, . . . ,n -1, whenever n > 1. By inserting (1.5) and (1.6) in (1.4), we obtain ,(.,«,") = TO; + l)Yjß + " + l)Yjn + q + l) Therefore, this last expression also shows that (1.7) can be written in the following rational form with respect to n , "
where a, ß, and p satisfy the above-mentioned conditions.
To examine the remaining case n > 1 and p = m = 0, 1, ...,«-1, we recall that for any integer r > 0, we can construct the modified moments associated with the basis {Pn°'ß\2x -1)} instead of the particular one, {Pn°'°\2x -1)} considered by Gautschi [3] . It may be of some interest to note that the choice p = ß yields very simple expressions for the corresponding modified moments, For the first weight function, applying (3.7) and (3.6), we find r°° , , ( r(a + l)0(a +1), n = 0, Indeed, setting x = t2 in the integral (3.2), with a = -lA and p = 0, from (3.7) and (3.6) we obtain (vV04) = -Vi(7 + 21n2), « = 0, 4\ exp(-r2)lní4-/2)(í2)£/r= I {-y/n/n, n > 1,
